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From the Director
 

Bearing Witness
(1945-2015)

 
We will have the thank less task  of proving to a world which will refuse to

listen, that we are Abel, the murdered brother.
 

Ignasy Shiper (historian, killed at Majdanek in 1943)
 

Primo Levi. Witness Drawing, 1988. Larry Rivers

 
 

In his acclaimed book Survival in Auschwitz, Primo Levi
recounts a recurring dream he and other inmates had in the
Nazi death camp: that he returned home to his family and told
them about it, but nobody listened. "The person standing in front
of me doesn't stay to hear, turns around and goes away," he
writes.

 
Levi's nightmare became a reality for survivors in the immediate
postwar years. Many made great efforts to bear witness to their
ordeal under the Nazi yoke, to assure that the victims' memory
would not vanish into the abyss. They wrote testimonies,
chronicles and other texts, many of which were never published.
But few people were listening then. The meaning of the
survivors' testimony remained largely personal.

 
It was not until decades later that the witnesses were awarded a



new social identity, that of survivors. They became the bearers
of a singular and unique history - that of the Shoah - and also of
fundamental moral and political lessons. They started talking to
the media, in schools and at commemorative events. By sharing
their stories they expanded their audience's knowledge of the
Holocaust but the primary functions of their testimony were to
keep the Holocaust - not only the event in history, but also the
potential for its repetition - before everyone's eyes.

 
In a time when few eyewitnesses remain who were adults during
the Holocaust, Primo Levi's ghastly premonition could become
an appalling reality again. As philospher Avishai Margalit has
skillfully put it, the survivors have borne witness with the hope
"that in another place or time there exists, or will exist, a moral
community that will listen to their testimony." The survivors of the
Holocaust are leaving us, but their stories are preserved in oral
history and video projects, museums, books, art and films. It is
now our task as educators to ensure that new generations can
become witnesses of the survivors' historical experience and
assume responsibility for the events that occur in the present. In
other words, to remember the past but also to identify the
warning signs and know when to react.

 
Alejandro Baer

CHGS in the News

"70 years after Auschwitz: Reasons for concern and for
hope." Op-ed by Steve Hunegs (Executive Director JCRC) and
Alejandro Baer, Star Tribune. January 27, 2015.

"Portraits preserve the stories of Holocaust survivors." MPR
News. Minnesota Public Radio. January 27, 2015. 
 
"70th Anniversary of Auschwitz Liberation." Eyewitness News.
KSTP. January 27, 2015. Web. 
 

Events
TODAY, Thursday, Jan 29:
"Can One Laugh At Everything? Satire and
Free Speech After Charlie"
 

http://www.startribune.com/opinion/commentaries/289857731.html
http://www.mprnews.org/story/2015/01/27/holocaust-survivor-portraits
http://kstp.mn/81mig


  

"Portraying Memories"
Bearing Witness 70 Years after the
Liberation of Auschwitz
 

 
Prominent Spanish artist Félix de la Concha began the "Portraying
Memories" project in 2007 with Holocaust survivors from all over the world.
While sitting for a portrait painting the survivors are asked to share their
testimonies of survival. (Pictured here is Minnesota participant Herbert
Fantle.) The project is ongoing, even as the numbers of survivors is in
decline.
 
On Monday, January 26 the Center for Holocaust & Genocide
Studies and its campus and community partners hosted a very
well attended and well received event at the Weisman Art
Museum on the eve of the 70th anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz. The evening began with a reception and gallery



viewing, followed by an enlightening program. 
 
The portraits of nine Holocaust survivors who reside in
Minnesota were unveiled at the Weisman on Monday night as
part of artist Félix de la Concha "Portraying Memories" project;
eight were painted in February of 2013, and a ninth was done
just the day before the event, still drying while on
display. Testimonial videos recounting personal stories of
survival from the original eight were projected in the gallery for a
strong effect, and we were honored to receive the survival story
from the ninth and most recent participant, Auschwitz survivor
Dora Zaidenweber, in person, as part of the following program
and talks. 

The evening also included remarks from Steve Hunegs,
Executive Director, Jewish Community Relations Council, and
an interview and Q&A with Félix de la Concha conducted by
Professor Leslie Morris, Department of German, Scandinavian
and Dutch. The evening was capped with a presentation of
copies of the portraits and video testimony to the participating
survivors and their families.

A project so long in the making, and with the collaboration of so
many, we could not be more thrilled with the overwhelming
interest and wonderful attendance as we reflected on the act of
bearing witness on the 70th anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz, International Holocaust Remembrance Day 2015.
Along with our co-sponsors and supporters, we are so grateful
to artist Félix de la Concha and the nine Minnesota survivors
who graciously participated in his Portraying Memories project.
 
The portraits and video testimonials of the original eight
Minnesota participants, as well as those from survivors world-
wide, are available to view in the virtual museum on the
CHGS website. The most recent addition to the collection, that
of Dora Zaidenweber, will be posted very soon.
 

  

 

http://www.chgs.umn.edu/museum/responses/felixdelaconcha/


 
Additional photos from the event, courtesy of Catalyst Pictures (left to right,
top to bottom): Artist Félix de la Concha and survivor Victor Vital; Fern
Badzin and 2014-2015 Badzin Fellow Paula Sofia Cuellar; friends and
guests at the event; survivor Fred Amram and wife Sandra Brick ; survivor
Walter Schwartz with his portrait. 

Announcements

Welcome Jennifer Hammer

CHGS is pleased to welcome Jennifer Hammer, new program
associate in the Institute for Global Studies with special
responsibility to support the Center for Holocaust and Genocide
Studies and the Center for Austrian Studies. Jennifer completed
her degree at the University of Minnesota in Anthropology and
Japanese, and has done graduate work in the history of design.
Jennifer comes to us from the Department of Communication
Studies and has programming and management experience at
a number of non-profit organizations including JSTOR, Artstor,
and the Minneapolis Institute of Arts.  

Call for Applications: Bernard and Fern
Badzin Graduate Fellowship in Holocaust
and Genocide Studies

The University of Minnesota Center for Holocaust and Genocide
Studies and the Department of History invite applications from
current doctoral students in the UMN College of Liberal Arts for
the Bernard and Fern Badzin Graduate Fellowship in Holocaust
and Genocide Studies for the academic year 2015-16.
 
The Badzin Fellowship will pay a stipend of $18,000, the cost of
tuition and health insurance, and $1,000 toward the mandatory
graduate student fees. All application materials must be
received by the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies
electronically at chgs@umn.edu, no later than 3:00 pm on
Friday, March 13, 2015.
 
For eligibility and application guidelines please click here.

Spring Topics course on 100th Anniversary

Support CHGS
The Center for
Holocaust and
Genocide Studies
(CHGS) promotes
academic research,
education and public
awareness on the
Shoah, other
genocides and
current forms of
mass violence. 
CHGS relies on your
generous support
to help us maintain
and create our
internationally
recognized
resources and
programs.
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http://www.chgs.umn.edu/news/centernews.php?entry=431132
http://chgs.umn.edu/gift/


of Armenian Genocide, Spring 2015

CHGS and the Arsham and Charlotte Ohanessian Chair are
sponsoring The Armenian Genocide: Disrupted History,
Fractured Identities to be taught through Global Studies 5900-
Sec. 003, Bi-weekly: Thursday's 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. The 1-credit
advanced seminar is taught by Dr. Artyom H. Tonoyan, Baylor
University.
 
The course will explore the socio-historical dimensions of the
Armenian Genocide and the contemporary effects of its denial
on Armenian and Turkish societies. Particular emphasis will be
placed on the rise of Turkish nationalism, the structure of the
Armenian Genocide, particularly its social and ideological
components, and the efforts to deal with the fallout of the
extermination of the Armenians in the Ottoman Empire. 
 
A Native of Armenia, Dr. Artyom H. Tonoyan received his Ph.D.
from Baylor University in 2012, where he completed his
dissertation on the religious aspects of the conflict in Nagorno
Karabakh. Additionally he taught ethno-political conflicts and
international human rights at Baylor University before relocating
to Minneapolis. His current research includes the politics of the
memory of the Armenian Genocide, religion and nationalism in
the Caucasus, and the de-secularization of contemporary
Russian politics.
  

Eye on Africa
The Genocide of the Herero: "It cannot be
about us without us"

Interview with Utjiua Muinjangue
By Wahutu Siguru
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workshop
 
Holocaust Education
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Follow Us! 

http://umnhgslib.wordpress.com/
http://igs.cla.umn.edu/outreach/profdev.html
http://igs.cla.umn.edu/outreach/profdev.html
http://www.ushmm.org/educators/professional-events-and-resources/belfer-educators-conference
http://www.facebook.com/chgsumn
http://www.twitter.com/chgsumn
http://www.youtube.com/chgsumn


Utjiua Muinjangue is the chairperson of the Ovaherero and Ovambanderu
Genocide Foundation. Ms. Muinjangue spoke on behalf of the school of
Social Work  at the University of Minnesota on the genocide of the Herero on
November 10, 2014.
 
Q: Is there an official count and is it different from people's own
memories of the number of victims of the Ovaherero
genocide?
 
A: The estimated number is that before the genocide, the
Ovaherero people were more or less 95,000. After the
genocide, they were reduced to 15,000.

 Q: Were there other communities that were targeted in the
same way?

 
A: We have 11 ethnic groups in Namibia and all these groups
have been living there...during the time of the Germans as well.
But for reasons known to the Germans they targeted mainly two
groups. The Ovaherero and the other group, called the Namas.
The Hereros then by that time they were living mostly in the
central parts of Namibia, while the Namas were in the southern
parts of Namibia. They had cattle and their cattle were targeted,
their land was targeted and what is very interesting is that during
war it's difficult to differentiate who is not Herero or who is a
Namas and so on. But what is interesting is that they, the
Germans, issued an extermination order on the 2nd of October
1904, which was specifically directed towards the Ovaherero
people. So for us, it's like they knew there were other groups,
but their aim was that specific group. And then in April 1905
they issued a similar order to the Nama people.
 
Q: How is the memory of the genocide kept alive? Not
just among activists and activist groups but also among
survivors?
 
A: There are very active commemorative events that are
happening on an annual basis. Since we started, or since the
establishment of the Genocide Foundation, we have been
having commemorative events. We singled out the more
important dates in the history. Like the 12th of January which
commemorates the first bullets that were shot against our
people. We have the 30th of March, we call that the reparation
walk - we started with that one in 2007 when we erected a
monument at the place which was a concentration camp. So we
go there every year, and that is in another town, it's a town called
Swakopmund which is one of the coastal towns and that was
and still is German. You still feel and see the German influence
in the architecture, the numbers on the buildings, some buildings



still have numbers like 1902, 1904 and so on...and it's a tourist
attraction. Then we have the 11th of August, that was the battle
of Ohamakari, that was when people were driven into the
Omahake desert; and then there is the 23rd of August, which  is
a very important day also in the Ovaherero community - that is
the day after the war, the Hereros fled to neighboring countries.
Samuel Maharero, who was the chief of the Ovaherero fled to
South Africa, where he died. Before his death he used to say
"when I die I want my remains to be transported back to
Namibia..."
 
Q: Considering that the genocide happened 100 years ago,
how do you help non-Namibians make sense of it?
 
A: We started talking about the genocide because many
Namibians needed this education and awareness. Many of
them were ignorant. But today it's in the schools, in the history
books. Learners are becoming aware of it. And of course we
have a lot of public lectures. We get lawyers and international
speakers to come and talk about the genocide and compare it
with other genocides that were committed. And especially the
Jewish...the Holocaust. Because what happened to the Jewish
people - they (the Germans) just copied what they did to the
people in Namibia and they applied that to them. I remember
also there was a time we had connections to a Jewish
association in South Africa, to learn from them how they went
about it...and so on. And of course some people are saying but
this is something that happened over 100 years ago we should
forget and move on. But we want to see justice prevail and
done.
 
Q: Considering that the genocide convention came about
almost 44 years after this genocide, have you received any
push back against using the term genocide in the way that you
see fit to use it to explain what happened to the Herero?
 
A: You know for us murder is murder, whether you committed it
100 years ago, today or tomorrow, it will remain murder. And we
were happy when a German minister visited Namibia and
attended one of our commemorative events. She said "on
behalf of my government I want to say that what happened 100
years ago could be seen today as genocide and I want
to apologize." The German government was very unhappy about
what she said and when she went back home she was severely
criticized. When did the Jewish Holocaust take place? If they
could see that as genocide what makes our case different? So
we are saying, you have created that model already, so apply
that to us as well. We cannot allow things to be discussed on our
behalf, as if we don't have voices. So that's our motto: It cannot
be about us without us. Anything about us without us is against
us. 
 
Q: Do the Herero now consider themselves survivors of the
genocide or victims of the genocide? Or do they view the two
as the same thing?
 
A: I would say the educated ones see themselves as
descendants of survivors of genocide but you find the older
generation who see or consider themselves as victims of
genocide. Victims in the sense that they have no place to stay -
we have been marginalised economically, socially, politically. As
I said the other day, whether we like it or not, politics in Africa is



organized along ethnic lines. So, today we are like the fourth
largest group, about 200,000. If we are today 200,000 what
would our numbers have been should there have been no
genocide? So there are those who see themselves as victims
but of course there are others who see themselves as survivors.
If you see yourself as a victim there is a negative connotation to
that. You know, you develop this "pity me" attitude which we don't
want. Some people are saying "but why can't you just forget?"
We are saying we want to talk about the past in order for us to
understand the present. We want to talk about the past in order
for us to liberate ourselves from what happened in the past and
move on.
 
Wahutu Siguru is the 2013 Badzin Fellow in Holocaust and Genocide
Studies and PhD candidate in the Sociology department at the University of
Minnesota. Siguru's research interests are in the Sociology of Media,
Genocide, Mass Violence and Atrocities (specifically on issues of
representation of conflicts in Africa such as Darfur and Rwanda), Collective
Memory, and perhaps somewhat tangentially Democracy and Development
in Africa.  

Film
The Decent One and Last of the Unjust
Premier on Netflix

Not so much a documentary as it is a multi-media presentation
of the private letters and diaries, documents and photographs
found by soldiers of the US Army at the family home of Heinrich
Himmler in Gmund, Germany. The letters written by Himmler, his
wife Margarete, daughter Gudrun and his mistress Hedwig
reveal a man who believed in Nazi ideology and pursued his
responsibilities beyond expectations. It is a chilling look into the
mind of the architect of the Final Solution.  

The Decent One - Official Trailer

Many might ask why spend any time watching a film about one
of the most notorious of perpetrators - the answer is to
understand that he was indeed a man, deeply flawed, yet
ordinary, thoroughly convinced he was doing right, doing a
greater good. The film is a reminder of how easy it can be to
bend morals and ethics towards justifying horrible acts. 

-J. Elowitz
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuqgHir41gk


The Last Of The Unjust Movie Official Trailer 1 (2013)

In 1975 Claude Lanzmann filmed a series of interviews with
Benjamin Murmelstein, the last President of the Jewish Council
in the Theresienstadt ghetto in Czechoslovakia, the only "Elder
of the Jews" not to have been killed during the war. A rabbi in
Vienna, following the annexation of Austria by Germany in 1938,
Murmelstein fought bitterly with Adolf Eichmann, week after
week for seven years, managing to help around 121,000 Jews
leave the country, and preventing the liquidation of the ghetto. 

Jodi Elowitz wrote about this film upon its initial release, click
here to read her article. 

Book of the Month
The Dark Heart of Hitler's Europe: Nazi Rule
in Poland Under the General Government
by Martin Winstone

Publisher: I.B.Tauris & Co Ltd
October 2014
Pages: 336

Even amidst the horrors of Nazi rule in Europe, the tragic history
of the General Government - the Nazi colony created out of the
historic core of Poland, including Warsaw and Krakow, following
the German and Soviet invasion of 1939 - stands out. Separate
from but ruled by Germany through a brutal and corrupt regime
headed by the vain and callous Hans Frank, this was indeed the
dark heart of Hitler's empire. As the principal 'racial laboratory'
of the Third Reich, the General Government was the site of
Aktion Reinhard, the largest killing operation of the Holocaust,
and of a campaign of terror and ethnic cleansing against Poles
which was intended to be a template for the rest of eastern
Europe. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhP3iQ3kyMs
http://www.chgs.umn.edu/news/centernews.php?entry=412201


For more information click here.
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